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Come back to Spain the journalists freed in Syria after ten months kidnapped
They were released Saturday

Madrid, 08.05.2016, 18:45 Time

USPA NEWS - The three Spanish journalists Antonio Pampliego, Jose Manuel Lopez and Angel Sastre, who were kidnapped in the
Syrian city of Aleppo last July 2015 and were released on Saturday, arrived Sunday to Spain. All three are good.

The three journalists, freelance collaborators of Spanish media, arrived at the military base of Torrejon in Madrid from Turkey. In his
release intervened the government of Qatar and the Spanish National Intelligence Center (CNI its Spanish acronym), who led the
efforts to his release. Assured reporters on his arrival in Spain that 90% of the time they spent in captivity were in closed rooms and
that his captors treated them well and correctly. They said ignore the zone of Syria in which they have been kidnapped for nearly ten
months.

Upon arrival in Madrid they were received by the acting Vice President of the Spanish Government, Soraya Saenz de Santamaria. The
Spanish Government welcomed Sunday by the end of the kidnapping and the Federation of Press Associations of Spain, who posted
several messages on his official Twitter account valuing the good news. The three journalists were reporting on Syrian refugees who
are caught between the two warring parties and disappeared on July 12, 2015. A few days later it confirmed the kidnapping.
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